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Abstract: The approach of concurrent-to-synchronous chemoradiation has now been advanced by well-designed nanovesicles that permit X-ray irradiation-triggered instant drug
release. The nanovesicles consist of Au nanoparticles tethered
with irradiation labile linoleic acid hydroperoxide (LAHP)
molecules and oxidation-responsive poly(propylene sulfide)poly(ethylene glycol) (PPS-PEG) polymers, where DOX were
loaded in the inner core of the vesicles (Au-LAHP-vDOX).
Upon irradiation, the in situ formation of hydroxyl radicals
from LAHP molecules triggers the internal oxidation of PPS
from being hydrophobic to hydrophilic, leading to degradation
of the vesicles and burst release of cargo drugs. In this manner,
synchronous chemoradiation showed impressive anticancer
efficacy both in vitro and in a subcutaneous mouse tumor
model by one-dose injection and one-time irradiation.

Combination therapy promises great clinical impact owing

to the additive and even synergistic efficacies between
different treatment mechanisms. There are more than 10 000
ongoing clinical trials registered in the US regarding combination therapy of a wide variety of diseases, such as infectious
diseases, neurological disorders, and cancers.[1] Particularly,
successful cancer therapy requires rational design of anticancer strategy in which combination therapy holds great
promise.[2] Various treatment options can be applied in
combination depending on cancer types and stages, such as
chemotherapy combinations and chemoradiation therapy.[3]
The latter is known as a logical and reasonable approach that
combines the advantages of spatial control of radiotherapy
and systemic survival of chemotherapy together to effectively
cure cancers. It has been observed in clinical trials that
combination chemoradiation therapy leads to enhanced
overall survival of patients for many solid tumors.[4] While
combining chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be deployed
by either concurrent procedure or sequential workflow,
concurrent chemoradiation is superior to sequential strategy
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rent chemoradiation is emerging as a standard of care for
treating many locally advanced tumors in the clinic, potentiating the approach of simultaneously introducing dual
treatments in a confined manner.[5] However, concurrent
chemoradiation by applying radiotherapy during the period
of chemotherapy timespan is still underrepresented owing to
their disparate tempos of action.
Modern nanomedicine has provided numerous platforms
incorporating exceptional nanocarriers and traditional anticancer strategies for improved cancer therapy.[6] Moreover,
stimuli-responsive systems for on-demand triggered drug
release have gained momentum,[7] by which cancer therapy
may benefit greatly from the enhanced drug utilization and
reduced systemic side effects.[8] For example, a labile structure
can be designed that is specifically responsive to certain
internal stimuli in tumor microenvironment,[9] such as pH,
reducibility, and reactive oxygen species (ROS).[10] Alternatively, extrinsically controllable drug releasing mechanisms by
external stimuli hold great promise in spatiotemporal management of cancer therapy.[11] External beam radiation
therapy applies high-energy X-rays to exert direct ionization
damage to organelles as well as promoting intracellular ROS
level. However, the use of X-ray irradiation as an external
stimulus to trigger drug release in chemoradiation therapy is
rarely studied.[12] It is conceivable that integrating ROS
responsive materials may provide a mechanistic way of X-ray
triggered drug release, yet this strategy needs careful consideration on the limited lifetime and short diffusion distance of
ROS generated upon irradiation.[13]
Herein, we present a rational design of nanovesicles
featuring X-ray activatable drug release for synchronous
chemoradiation. The nanovesicles were fabricated by selfassembly of ROS responsive poly(propylene sulfide)-poly(ethylene glycol) (PPS-PEG) amphiphilic polymers and
hydrophobic Au nanoparticles (Au NPs) tethered with Xray labile linoleic acid hydroperoxide (LAHP) molecules
(Figure 1). Hydrophilic drugs doxorubicin hydrochloride
(DOX) were loaded in the inner core of the vesicles (denoted
as Au-LAHP-vDOX). PPS-PEG polymers are stable at the
low biologically relevant level of ROS (1–1000 mm),[14] which
is due to the limited diffusion and penetration of ROS in
aqueous surroundings into the hydrophobic PPS backbones.[15] One highlight of our system is that the heterolysis
of hydroperoxide bond in LAHP upon X-ray irradiation leads
to localized formation of hydroxyl radical (COH) within the
PPS membrane. Subsequently, the in situ oxidation of PPS
from hydrophobic thioether to sulfoxide and finally hydrophilic sulfone results in efficient degradation of the Au-
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Figure 1. Illustration of the synchronous chemoradiation. The coassembly of hydrophobic Au-LAHP NPs, oxidation-responsive PPS-PEG
amphiphilic polymers, and hydrophilic DOX result in Au-LAHP-vDOX
vesicles. Upon irradiation, the in situ formation of COH triggers
oxidation of PPS from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, leading to degradation of the vesicles and burst release of cargo drugs. Therefore, drug
release is synchronously confined when irradiation is applied in
a spatiotemporally controllable manner.

LAHP-vDOX and release of cargo drugs.[16] In this manner,
drug release is synchronously confined when radiation
therapy is applied, which may largely mitigate possible
development of resistance to monotherapy and in turn
potentiate the maximal synergism in chemoradiation therapy.[17] Meanwhile, this approach may also benefit from the
radiation dose enhancement effect by the high atomic number
(Z) Au NPs and the ROS mediated mechanisms for improving treatment outcomes.[18]
We first synthesized PPS-PEG copolymers following
a modified previously reported procedure (Supporting Information, Figures S1–S4),[19] which self-assembled into vesicular
structure with a size of about 80–90 nm (Figure 2 a). The
membrane thickness of the PPS-PEG vesicles was estimated
to be around 6–8 nm according to transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images. Au NPs with a diameter of 5 nm
were modified with LAHP motifs through a ligand exchange
procedure (Supporting Information, Figure S5 and S6).
Meanwhile, hydrophilic drugs DOX were introduced into
the inner space of the vesicles during the self-assembly,
denoted as Au-LAHP-vDOX, which showed a diameter of
around 80 nm from TEM image (Figure 2 b). A slight
decrease of the hydrodynamic diameters for vesicles was
observed after incorporation with Au NPs, and a broad
absorption spectrum for Au vesicles was recorded (Supporting Information, Figure S7). For comparison purposes, different formulations including DOX loaded polymer only vesicles
(vDOX), Au-LAHP-v, and non-responsive linoleic acid (LA)
based vesicles (Au-LA-vDOX) were also prepared (Supporting Information, Figure S8).
The drug loading content in the vDOX was measured to
be 14.7 wt % (weight percentage) under a theoretical DOX
loading content of 25 wt %. In the presence of Au NPs, the
DOX loading contents in Au-LA-vDOX and Au-LAHPvDOX formulations were 7.8 wt % and 8.3 wt %, respectively,
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Figure 2. TEM images of a) PPS-PEG only and b) Au-LAHP-vDOX
vesicles. c) Cumulative drug releasing profiles of the vesicles under
different conditions. (+
+) represents that samples were applied with Xray irradiation (8 Gy) and incubated with PBS (1 W), (#) represents that
sample was incubated with H2O2 (100 mm). TEM images of Au-LAHPvDOX incubated with d) PBS (1 W) and e) H2O2 (100 mm) after X-ray
irradiation.

under a theoretical DOX loading content of about 16.7 wt %.
We further tested the ability of LAHP in the formation of
COH under X-ray irradiation using 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) as an indicator. We show that, under a radiation
dose of 8 Gy at a voltage of 217.5 kV, both LAHP and H2O2
were able to oxidize TMB resulting in blue solution, whereas
the TMB aqueous solution alone did not show obvious color
change (Supporting Information, Figure S9).
To study the drug releasing profiles, Au-LAHP-vDOX
and Au-LA-vDOX were applied with X-ray irradiation (8 Gy,
denoted as + hereafter) and the cumulative drug release was
calculated at different time points. After irradiation, we
incubated these formulations in either PBS (1 X) or H2O2
(100 mm) solution in which the later was used to mimic the
oxidative environment in biological systems. In both solutions, Au-LAHP-vDOX exhibited a burst release of DOX
within the first 30 min after irradiation, up to 46.7 % and
52.2 % in PBS and H2O2 solutions, respectively (Figure 2 c).
Remarkably, the drug release of the Au-LAHP-vDOX
incubated in H2O2 gradually increased to 76.7 % at 24 h
post-irradiation, whereas the late-time drug release in PBS
was minimal. In contrast, the drug release of the Au-LAvDOX showed little to no response to X-ray irradiation.
Parallel studies further revealed that there were negligible
differences between drug release profiles in H2O2 and PBS for
samples without irradiation (Supporting Information, Figure S10). Moreover, the physiological stability of these DOX
loaded vesicles (for example, vDOX, Au-LA-vDOX, and AuLAHP-vDOX) were further confirmed in the plasma, which
showed negligible drug release and change of hydrodynamic
sizes after 24 h incubation (Supporting Information, Figure S11). These results indicated that the PEG-PPS polymer
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based vesicles are naturally inert to the relatively low level of
biologically relevant ROS.[20] TEM images confirmed that
internal oxidation of the hydrophobic vesicular membrane
after 8 Gy irradiation led to effective swelling and structural
contraction which could facilitated the subsequent invasion
and oxidation by external H2O2 (Figure 2 d,e). The X-ray
dose-dependent decomposition of the Au-LAHP-v was also
studied by TEM images for two low doses of 4 and 6 Gy,
respectively (Supporting Information, Figure S12). On the
other hand, both the polymer-only vesicles and Au-LA-v
samples showed negligible morphological change in TEM
images after X-ray treatment, even with a dose of 8 Gy
(Supporting Information, Figure S13), indicating the critical
role of localized COH formation in destruction of vesicles
upon X-ray irradiation.
Furthermore, U87MG cells were used to investigate the
production of intracellular ROS indicated by 2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCFDA). The results
showed that X-ray alone was able to increase intracellular
ROS level, while the presence of Au-LAHP-v, Au-LAvDOX, and Au-LAHP-vDOX formulations further elevated
ROS levels (Figure 3 a). Remarkably, Au-LAHP-vDOX
treated cells exhibited obvious accumulation of DOX in
nucleus owing to the instant release of free DOX after
irradiation (Figure 3 a, dotted square insets). In contrast, the
fluorescence signal of DOX remained in cytosols of cells
treated with Au-LA-vDOX. Semi-quantitative analysis
showed that Au-LAHP-vDOX (+
+) led to an average of 4.7fold increase of fluorescence intensity in cell nucleus over AuLA-vDOX (+
+), illustrating the critical role of X-ray-triggered
release of DOX in vitro. Furthermore, the effective release of
DOX and its active targeting to nucleus potentiate the
improved cytotoxicity of Au-LA-vDOX (+
+) over others.
Owing to the possible additive effects of both generated COH
and released DOX upon irradiation, Au-LAHP-vDOX
exerted the highest level of ROS in cells (Figure 3 b and
Supporting Information, Figure S14).
The cytotoxicity of different formulations with or without
X-ray irradiation was then evaluated. Cells were treated with
Au-LAHP-vDOX, Au-LAHP-v, Au-LA-vDOX, or free DOX
at various concentrations normalized to the amount of DOX
(or gold). At 24 h post-irradiation, Au-LAHP-vDOX exhibited the highest cytotoxicity compared with Au-LAHP-v and
Au-LA-vDOX (Figure 3 c). It is noteworthy that free DOX
was still among the most potent drugs in vitro at 24 h postirradiation; however, Au-LAHP-vDOX exhibited comparable cell cytotoxicity at 48 h post-irradiation for both 4 and
8 Gy irradiations (Supporting Information, Figure S15). Flow
cytometry assay indicated apoptotic or necrotic cell death
especially for that treated with Au-LAHP-vDOX (Supporting
Information, Figure S16). We further show that vDOX
exhibited greatly diminished cytotoxicity compared with
free DOX, indicating that a burst release of cargo drugs
from the vesicles could be precluded (Supporting Information, Figure S17 a,b). Additionally, the vesicles of polymers
only and Au NPs exhibited little to no cytotoxicity (Supporting Information, Figure S17 c,d). The potency of Au NPs
serving as irradiation sensitizers showed concentration-dependent elevation of cytotoxicity for both single Au NPs and
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 8463 –8467
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Figure 3. a) Confocal microscopy images of cells with different treatments. (+
+) represents that cells were applied with X-ray irradiation
(8 Gy) before fixation. Magnified images of DOX signal channels show
different locations of DOX at cytosol and nucleus, indicating little
release and substantial release of DOX from Au-LA-vDOX (+
+) and AuLAHP-vDOX (+
+), respectively. b) Quantitative median fluorescence
intensity (MFI) of DCF in cells with different treatments. c) Cell
viability assay on U87 MG cells 24 h after incubating with different
formulations and X-ray irradiation (8 Gy). The concentrations were
normalized to those of DOX (or gold) included.

Au-LA-v vesicles (Supporting Information, Figure S18). Both
the DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) study and clonogenic
assay showed that Au-LAHP-vDOX (+
+) resulted in the
highest level of DNA damage and chronic cytotoxicity, which
could be attributed to the synchronous chemoradiation effect
(Supporting Information, Figures S19, S20).
Prior to conducting the chemoradiation cancer therapy in
mice, we studied the biodistribution of Au vesicles in vivo in
a U87MG xenograft tumor mouse model by PETusing 64Cu as
radiotracers.[21] The 64Cu-Au vesicles were then intravenously
injected into mice (n = 3) and the decay-correlated PET
images were obtained at 1, 4, 24, and 48 h time points postinjection (p.i.; Figure 4 a). The quantitative analysis of threedimensional volume-of-interest showed a peak mean tumor
uptake of 6.77 %ID g@1 at 24 h p.i., which dropped slightly to
5.9 %ID g@1 at 48 h p.i. (Supporting Information, Figure S21 a). The ex vivo biodistribution results after 48 h p.i.
were consistent with that derived from the PET images
(Supporting Information, Figure S21 b–d). It is noteworthy
that little PET signal was recorded on mice kidneys and
bladder, indicating good stability of the Au vesicles in vivo.
Furthermore, in vivo chemoradiation therapy was conducted in a subcutaneous mouse tumor model with normal-
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Figure 4. a) PET images of Au vesicles radiolabeled with 64Cu radiotracers at different time points. Yellow arrows indicate tumors.
b) Cancer therapy study in a subcutaneous mouse tumor model. X-ray
irradiation (8 Gy) was applied 24 h after i.v. injection of different
formulations, and mouse tumor volume and survival rate were
recorded until 20 and 50 days post-irradiation, respectively (n = 5,
***p < 0.001). The numbers indicate the quantitative percentage (%)
of tumor volume inhibition values for each group. c) Representative
H&E staining (left) and TEM images (right) show changes in
morphologies and microstructures of tumors after different treatments. Scale bar: 20 mm (black, left) and 5 mm (white, right). Yellow
arrows indicate distortion and shrinkage of nuclei or chromatin
migration in H&E images, and nuclear condensation, chromatin
fragmentation, or formation of apoptotic bodies in TEM images.

ized dosage of DOX of 4.0 mg kg@1 (n = 5/group). X-ray
irradiation (8 Gy) was applied at 24 h p.i. for different groups.
It was shown that the tumor growth of mouse groups receiving
X-ray irradiation were significantly delayed (Figure 4 b, grey
and blue). Furthermore, Au-LA-vDOX (+
+) further inhibited
tumor growth, which could be due to the good accumulation
and retention effect in tumors and subsequently the slow
release of DOX from the vesicles despite being unresponsive
to irradiation (Figure 4 b, green). This phenomenon was
similar to that of Au-LAHP-vDOX treated mouse group
without irradiation (Figure 4 b, orange). In another set of
cancer therapy experiment, eight groups including Au-LA-v,
vDOX, free DOX, and PBS control with or without X-ray
were studied (Supporting Information, Figure S22). The
results indicated that 1) Au vesicles showed considerable
radiation sensitizing effect with enhanced tumor growth
inhibition compared with that of PBS plus X-ray group and
2) concurrent chemoradiation for the vDOX plus X-ray group
showed greater anti-cancer effect among others. Remarkably,
under irradiation, Au-LAHP-vDOX treated mouse group
showed continuous shrinkage of the tumor volume (Figure 4 b, red). The quantitative percentage (%) of tumor
volume inhibition at 20 days post-treatment showed a remarkable efficicacy (99.7 %) for the mouse group treated with Au-
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LAHP-vDOX (+
+) over other groups. Three in five mice in
this group were cured with no tumor recurrence and all the
mice (except for sacrificing for tissue examinations) were
alive until at least 50 days after irradiation (Supporting
Information, Figure S23). The hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) staining results indicated little chronic toxicity to
major organs after 20 days (Supporting Information, Figure S24). The tumor cells of control showed densely distributed with large and deeply stained nuclei in the H&E staining
image, which had clear and regular shaped nucleoli from the
TEM image (Figure 4 c). However, nuclei distortion and
shrinkage, chromatin migration and fragmentation, and
apoptotic bodies were observed in X-ray treated mouse,
which was more prominent in the mouse tumor treated with
Au-LAHP-vDOX (+
+) compared with other groups (Figure 4 c and Supporting Information, Figure S25).
In conclusion, we have developed a novel nanovesicle
consisting of X-ray irradiation labile LAHP molecules and
oxidation-responsive PPS-PEG polymers, in which hydrophilic drugs DOX were loaded in the inner core of the AuLAHP-vDOX vesicles. The release of cargo drugs is confined
instantly when irradiation is applied to the Au-LAHP-vDOX
owing to the in situ formation of COH and the internal
oxidation and efficient degradation of the vesicles. The
established synchronous chemoradiation therapy showed
impressive anticancer efficacy both in vitro and in vivo. In
a subcutaneous mouse tumor model, three in five mice were
cured without recurrence by one-dose injection and one-time
X-ray irradiation. This study provides a paradigm of propagating concurrent chemoradiation into synchronous chemoradiation for effective cancer therapy, which may shed light
on innovation of anticancer agents and strategies.
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